The GenuineCare Service Plan will be created by a personalized report from the AGCO Parts Service Calculator. Your service plan can estimate the dollar amount of parts and the estimated service hours at each service interval for your specific equipment.

Our goal is to provide you simple and convenient ways to prepay for required services, so you know that critical maintenance needs are taken care of right from the start.

Your GenuineCare Service Plan quote locks in costs - letting you choose a payment option that fits your needs.

Flexible Payment Options Ask your dealer for convenient financing options that work best for you.

AGCO Financing GenuineCare Service Plans offered by your dealership have the added benefit of being eligible for AGCO Financing so the cost of the pre-paid Service Plan can be incorporated in the equipment financing package. Contact your AGCO Financial representative for further details.

AGCO dealers rely on the AGCO Parts GenuineCare Service Calculator to provide detailed and accurate service quotes.

Our constantly updated database allows your dealer to find information on your equipment, including factory-specified service schedules that list the man-hours and AGCO part numbers needed to perform a task.

In addition, your dealer will take into account:
- Average hours your machine is used
- What point in the season a quote is offered
- Any additional factors unique to your equipment

In a matter of minutes, you can receive a quote and an established follow-up timetable for your service requirements.
Why AGCO Parts GenuineCare?

As a farmer, you have a lot to worry about with unpredictable weather, pests, crop prices and more.

GenuineCare gives you much-needed financial certainty you can plan for and count on not to change. Investing in a pre-planned service program of scheduled maintenance can lower your total cost of equipment ownership when it’s important for your equipment to last, perform and hold its resale value.

Keeping It Genuine GenuineCare essentially is a regularly scheduled maintenance program - you can have the confidence knowing your equipment is serviced by manufacturer-trained technicians using genuine parts and factory service manuals.

Financial Predictability You will have no-out-of-pocket costs for covered services, giving you much-needed financial security with a transparent total cost of ownership.

GenuineCare For You

Whether purchasing new or used AGCO equipment, you are guaranteed better protection for your equipment’s reliability and performance when your machine is well maintained.*

Performance You are likely to see a reduction in long-term maintenance because equipment is regularly serviced.

Peace of Mind A pre-planned service program is an investment in your equipment and the support from your dealer.

Reliability Selecting the right care will extend the equipment life and performance of the machine for the least cost.

Simple and Convenient Servicing needs are scheduled ahead of time so you can account for equipment down time.

Superior Customer Support Your pre-planned service program is customized for you. Any of the AGCO Parts GenuineCare Service Plans can be specifically tailored to you, from equipment age and service hours to consumables such as lubricants, anti-freeze and grease. With a plan unique to your equipment, your dealer is making sure your needs are met and AGCO is exceeding your expectations.

Extended Service Plan Options

Complete Scheduled Maintenance

Single Service Plan
• New and Used AGCO Tractors, Harvest, and Application Equipment
• Complete scheduled maintenance as outlined by the maintenance intervals and service requirements in the machine service manual.

Multi-Service Plan
• New and Used AGCO Tractors, Harvest, and Application Equipment
• Complete scheduled maintenance as outlined in the machine service manual and your AGCO Parts Service Calculator individualized equipment report.
• Out of season inspections
• Safety checks
• Fixed price repairs

An example of a Multi-Service Plan is a “0-1200 hour Service Plan”, incorporating all hourly service ranges, including the 1200 hour service. Talk to your dealer about the flexibility to design a program, based on your needs and requirements.

D.I.Y. Options Designed for the Do-It-Yourselfer, Parts lists created by the Service Calculator can offer the complete AGCO Parts package for specified service intervals. You will have the peace of mind knowing you have the right mix of parts – on hand – that are designed to keep your equipment Genuine. Financing for parts packages can be included with new or used equipment sales or financed with your AGCO Plus+ Card.
• New and Used AGCO Tractors, Harvest, and Application Equipment
• Complete convenient, timesaving parts package for the do-it-yourselfers with the Service Calculator providing a comprehensive parts list for each maintenance interval.

*GenuineCare is available for tractors, combines, application, and some large square balers.
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